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CATHGBE RAY TUBE BISPLAY SYSTEM HAVENG 
BOTH SPECIFIC SYR'EBGL AND GENERALIZED 
DATA CONTROL OF THE ills,"< E ElSPLAY 

Elmer C. Simmons, Whitman, Mass., assignor to Labora 
tory for Eiectronics, Inc, Boston, Mass., a corporation 
of Delaware 

Filed Get. 8, 1958, Ser. No. 765,973 
8 Claims. (Cl. 349-324) 

The present invention relates in general to new and im 
proved display apparatus, in pmticular apparatus for 
displaying symbols for any given length of time on a 
viewing screen in response to digitally coded data input 
signals. 

Apparatus for displaying messages composed of alpha 
numeric data symbols is disclosed in a copending applica 
tion by Murray E. Hale, Serial No. 713,665, ?led Febru 
ary 6, 1958, and now abandoned, which is assigned to the 
assignee herein. The positional pattern of a high-velocity 
electron beam in a storage tube, of the type commercial 
ly available under the name Memotron, determines the 
pattern traced on the viewing screen by low-velocity elec 
trons which are derived from a “permanent” source. 
Alpha-numeric data symbols are displayed by de?ecting 
the high-velocity beam through a raster pattern, while 
simultaneously modulating the beam intensity with pulse 
signals which are representative of the desired data sym 
bols. Depending on the pulse signal applied, a corre 
sponding trace appears on the viewing screen in the shape 
of the desired data symbol and remains until intentionally 
erased. The pulse signals are derived from a magnetic 
core symbol matrix whose cores are pulsed sequentially. 
One such symbol matrix is disclosed in a copending ap 
plication of Bernard M. Gordon et al., Serial No. 373, 
966, now Patent No. 2,920,312, ?led August 13, 1953, 
and assigned to the assignee herein. Different core group 
ings are respectively connected by linking wires, the afore 
said pulse signals appearing on the latter. Appropriate 
selection means, which are responsive to the data char 
acters encoded in the data stream, apply the pulse signal 
on the selected linking wire to the control grid of the 
direct-display storage tube to modulate the intensity of the 
high-velocity beam. While each individual pulse is re 
sponsible for producing a separate luminous spot on the 
face of the viewer, these luminous spots are spaced su?i 
ciently close in each raster pattern so that they cannot be 
resolved visually. Accordingly, the desired data symbol 
is traced out in a continuous line on the face of the viewer. 
Entire alpha-numeric messages can thus be represented on 
the viewing screen by applying step positioning signals in 
conjunction with successively represented data symbols 
in order to space the latter on the screen. The latter posi 
tioning signals are similarly applicable to the spacing of 
successive lines of the message written on the face of the 
viewer. 
The above described technique for the representation 

of alpha-numeric messages presents a simple and ?exible 
approach to the frequently encountered problem of chang 
ing or adding data symbols, inasmuch as additional core 
groupings of the core matrix are readily threaded with 
additional linking wires. It is unsuitable, however, for 
representation of maps, graphs, or other non-standardized 
line con?gurations from digital input data, since greater 
generality of the data symbols is required, as well as more 
?exibility in positioning the same. More speci?cally, to 
carry out such representation economically, apparatus is 
required for representing line con?gurations composed 
from generalized data symbols. If the map/ graph sym 
bols are not generalized then a very large number of dif 
ferent symbols is required to represent all possible line 
con?gurations. A correspondingly large number of linked 
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matrix core groupings would be necessary in that case, 
with the result that the symbol matrix becomes prohibi 
tively expensive. On the other hand, for perfect general 
ity each data symbol could take the form of a single dot, 
the total number of such dots which make up each raster 
pattern depending on the digital code employed. While 
this would limit the total number of different map/ graph 
symbols required, the positional data necessarily carried 
in the data stream with each dot, as well as the large num 
ber of dots individually called for as separate data sym 
bols to represent a line con?guration, would make ex— 
ceedingly heavy demands on the storage capacity of the 
storage medium. Hence, such a technique is similarly 
uneconomical. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to over 
come the foregoing disadvantages by providing novel dis 
play apparatus for representing maps, graphs or other 
non-standardized line con?gurations in response to digital 
data input signals and displaying such con?gurations con 
tinuously on a viewing screen until intentionally erased. 

It is another object of this invention to provide simple 
and ?exible display apparatus wherein map/ graph data 
symbols are combined in a desired manner in response to 
digital data input signals to represent desired line con 
?gurations on the face of a viewer until intentionally 
erased. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide simple 
and ?exible apparatus responsive to encoded data charac 
ters for displaying map/ graph line con?gurations com 
posed from a group of generalized data symbols, or mes 
sages composed from alpha-numeric data symbols on a 
viewing screen of a direct-display storage tube until inten 
tionally erased. 

It is an additional object of this invention to provide a 
simple and ?exible system responsive to digitally encoded 
data characters wherein a direct-display storage tube is 
combined with a magnetic core symbol matrix to display 
map/graph line con?gurations composed from a group 
of generalized data symbols, as well as messages com 
posed from a group of alpha-numeric symbols, on the 
viewing screen of said tube until intentionally erased. 

These and other novel features of the invention together 
with further objects and advantages thereof will become 
apparent from the following detailed speci?cation with 
reference to the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a group of gen 

eralized map/ graph data symbols adapted to be combined 
into map/ graph line con?gurations. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a composite map/ graph data symbol 
and an alpha-numeric data symbol represented against a 
raster; 

FIG. 3 illustrates a system for permanently displaying 
map/ graph line con?gurations and alpha-numeric mes 
sages on the viewing screen of a direct display storage tube 
until intentionally erased; and 

FIG. 4 illustrates in greater detail the mode selection 
control of the system shown in FIG. 3. 
With reference now to the drawings, and particularly 

FIG. 1 thereof, a group of generalized map/ graph data 
symbols capable of being combined into map/ graph line 
con?gurations is illustrated against an appropriate raster 
pattern. For purposes of identi?cation only, all columns 
have been labeled with letters and all rows with numbers. 
It will be apparent from the above mentioned copending 
applications that for each map/ graph data symbol repre 
sented in FIG. 1 against its raster pattern, a correspond 
ing core grouping connected by a linking wire exists in a 
7 x 9 core raster of the symbol matrix. Where a six bit 
code is used, the maximum number of data characters 
which can be uniquely represented is 63. In practice, 
some data characters must be used for such functions as 
spacing, position control, case shift etc., and hence the 
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full number is not available for symbol representation. A 
vast number of map/ graph line con?gurations can be gen 
erated by means of the symbols shown, particularly since 
two or more generalized data symbols can be combined 
within a given raster pattern to produce a composite 
symbol. 

FIG. 2 shows a7 x 9 raster wherein the white circles 
illustrate a composite map/ graph data symbol made up 
of symbol “A2” (i.e. column A line 2 of FIG. 1) and 
symbol “F8” while the black circles represent an alpha 
numeric data symbol, as will be explained hereinbelow. 
, With reference now to FIG. 3, a system is illustrated 
which is capable of representing map/ graph line con 
?gurations and/ or alpha-numeric symbols on the view 
ing screen of a direct~display storage tube. Digitally 
encoded data characters are stored in magnetic form on 
a suitable storage medium, e.g. a magnetic storage drum 
11, successive data characters preferably being stored in 
series.‘ Data readout is accomplished by means of mag 
netic head 12, such that electrical pulses corresponding 
to the binary digits comprising each data character ap 
pear in data stream 13. In a preferred embodiment re 
spective bits appear in serial-serial form in the data 
stream, such that a single line data path is su?'icient. 
Conventional selective gating units It}, 14, 15 and 16 
respectively, are coupled to the data stream, each unit 
admitting predetermined data characters to the equip 
ment connected thereto. In the illustrated embodiment, 
selective gating unit 10 admits data characters representa 
tive of positional control signals, the latter being combined 
with applied raster signals in buffer 19 prior to being 
applied to the deflection plates 2 of direct-display storage 
tube 3. The storage tube is of the type wherein the 
pattern described by a high-velocity electron beam im 
pinging on a storage mesh determines the pattern traced 
on the viewing screen by low-velocity ?ood gun electrons 
penetrating the mesh. It will be'understood that separate 
positioning signals are applied to the horizontal and 
vertical de?ection plates respectively. Similarly, the raster 
signals are applied to both sets of deflection plates to 
cause the beam to follow a raster scanning pattern limited 
to a portion ofthe viewing screen. As shown in the draw 
ring, means are provided for applying an appropriate sig 
nal whenever'it is desired to erase the trace on the view 
ing screen’. Selective gating unit 14 admits data char 
acters representative of case shift signals only, the latter 
being transmitted to case shift mode selector 36. Selec 
tive gating units 15 and 16 respectively, admit it data 
characters to decoders 22 and 21 connected thereto, each 

.data character being selectively representative of a gen 
eralized data symbol or of an alpha-numeric data sym 
bol, as will hereafter be explained. The number of input 
wires used by each decoder is determined by the digital 
code employed. In a preferred embodiment six input 
wires are used, while each of outputs 23 and 24 respec 
tively, represents n output wires. Similar to the case of 
the above-mentioned copending application 'Serial No. 
713,665, each decoder consists of a conventional circuit 
wherein one of said n output wires is pulsed in response 
to a binary digital'code appearing on the input. Output 
23 is connected to selection matrices 25 and 26 respec 
tively, while output 24 is connected to selection matrix 

' 27. The selection matrices are susceptible of a variety 
of conventional instrumentations. In a preferred embodi 
ment each selection matrix comprises n gates, each of said 
gates being connected to one of said It output wires of 
outputs Hand 24 respectively. Outputs 31, 32 and 33 
of respective selection matrices consist respectively, Of 
single output wires which are buffered together in buffer 
34. The resultant video signal is ampli?ed in ampli?er 4, 
whence. it is applied to the control grid 6 of the direct 
display storage tube to modulate the intensity of the high 
velocity electron beam while the latter traces out the 
raster scanning pattern. Mode selector 36 which is set by 
hand to the desired mode is connected to a terminal 37 to 
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4 
receive case shift reset pulses. A case shift control unit 
17 is connected to the mode selector and has separate 
control outputs connected to selection matrices 25 and 26 
respectively. 

FIG. 4 illustrates in greater detail the combined mode 
selector and case shift control unit 17, applicable reference 
numerals having been retained where possible. As will 
be seen, mode selector 36 consists of a double throw 
switch adapted to apply the case shift and case shift reset 
signals respectively, to wires 51 or 52, depending upon 
whether the switch is in the map-graph mode position or 
in the alpha-numeric mode position. A bistable ?ip-?op 
circuit 53 is connected to'wires 51 and 52 and is coupled 
to selection matrices 25 and 26 respectively by meansof 
power ampli?ers 54 and 55. 

In general, the limitation on the number of symbols 
which can be represented resides in the digital code used 
for the data characters of the data stream, rather than in 
the symbol matrix. More speci?cally, while the cores of 
the symbol matrix can be threaded with a very large num 
ber of wires, the 6 bit code employed in a preferred em 
bodiment will accommodate only 63 unique data char 
acter codes. In the present invention, respective core 
groupingsrof the symbol matrix are linked such that 
pulse signals representative of generalized map/ graph 
data symbols as well as of alpha-numeric data symbols 
are obtained. The code of a given single data character 
herein may selectively represent either an alpha-numeric 
data symbol or a generalized map/ graph data symbol. 
Once a mode selection has been made, each data char 
acter, in conjunction with a case shift code (or the ab 
sence thereof), uniquely represents a given data symbol. 
In an alternative embodiment, a case shift code appears 
with each data character in the data stream. In the latter 
case, the selective gating units may selectrthe data char 
acters admitted to the corresponding decoder. In the 
present embodiment, each generalized map/ graph data 
symbol is stored magnetically as one of n digitally en 
coded data characters which, but for the attendant case 
shift code (or the absence thereof according to the mode 
selected), is identical to a data character representative 
of an alpha-numeric data symbol. As shown in FIG. 2, 
the 'whole 9 x 7 core raster of the symbol matrix is used 
for the generalized map/ graph data symbols, while alpha 
numeric data symbols are con?ned to a 7 x 5 section of 
the core raster. As a result, a spaced separation occurs 
between adjacently represented alpha-numeric data sym 
bols to aid the legibility thereof. Adjacently represented 
generalized map/ graph data symbols on the other hand, 
or composite symbols thereof, are adapted to join each 
other to form a continuous line con?guration. The 
7 x 5 section of the raster. is marked off in heavy lines in 
FIG. 2 and alpha-numeric symbol “2” is outlined therein 
in black circles. Magnetic core symbol matrix 42, which 
is pulsed from a timing source, has a ?rst output 43 con 
nected to selection matrices 27 and 25 respectively, while 
a second output 44 is connected to selection matrix 26. 
Output 43 is representative of n output wires which link 
respectively, a ?rst group of n separate core con?gura 
tions con?ned to a 7 x 5 raster sectiontof the symbol 
matrix. Output wires 43 are adapted to transmit pulse 
signals representative of n generalized map/ graph data 
symbols. Output 44 represents n output wires which link 
respectively, a second group of n separate core con?gura 
tions utilizing the full 9 x 7 core raster. Output wires 
44 are adapted to transmit pulse signals representative of 
n alpha-numeric symbols. 
where the number of alpha-numeric and map/ graph data 
symbols is not equal, the number of core con?gurations 
in respective groups will vary accordingly. 

In operation, mode selector 36 is set manually to de 
termine the mode which is normal to the system operation. 
Assuming the selected normal mode to be the map/ graph 
mode, the representation of an alpha-numeric symbol then 
requires the occurrence of a case shift signal in order to 

It will be understood that 
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read the proper symbol out of the symbol matrix. In 
practice this is carried out by means of the output signals 
applied by case shift control unit 17 to selection matrices 
25 and 26, whereby the gates of the latter matrix are de 
activated in the absence of a case shift signal. At the 
end of each writing a case shift reset pulse applied from 
terminal 37 keeps ?ip-?op 53 (FIG. 4) in the state where 
selection matrix 25 responds to the signals on line 23. 
For purposes of illustration, the following message in the 
data stream will be considered. 

(8) (7) (6) (5) 
|3al10IBtzI20 

(8) 
40 

(2) 
1 B1 —' l 

(1) 
62 | 

_, 

With the data stream ?owing from left to right the 
following operation results: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(4) 
I AzFa l 

Advance 26 spaces. 
Write generalized map/ graph data symbol B1. 
Advance 4 spaces. 
Write composite map/ graph data symbol F8A2. 
Advance 2 spaces. 
Shift case and write letter B (alpha-numeric) . 

(7) Advance 1 space. 
(8) Shift case and write numeral 3 (alpha-numeric) . 

The foregoing operation is accomplished as follows in 
the apparatus: Step l-—Selective gating unit 10 transmits 
a positioning signal to buffer 19 where it is mixed with 
the applied raster signal and is applied to de?ection plates 
2. For the sake of simplicity, positioning in general will 
be considered herein, although it is understood that re 
spective horizontal and vertical positioning signals are 
applied to their respective de?ection plates. Step 2——The 
digital code representative of generalized map/ graph data 
symbol B1 moves to the input of selective gating unit 15 
while no data input code is received at selective gating 
unit 16. The output signal of selective gating unit 15 
is applied to decoder 22 and causes the latter to pulse one 
of its 12 output wires 23. The timing source which pulses 
the cores of symbol matrix 42 sequentially, causes pulse 
sequences representative of generalized map/ graph data 
symbols to appear periodically on output wires 43, while 
pulse signals representative of alpha-numeric data sym 
hols appear periodically on output wires 44. One of the 
gates of selection matrix 25 opens in response to the pulse 
received via Wires 23 and admits the pulse sequence re 
ceived on the corresponding wire 43. The pulse sequence 
representative of the desired generalized map/ graph data 
symbol B1 is thus applied to control grid 6 of storage tube 
3 to modulate the intensity of the high velocity electron 
beam during the period that a raster scanning pattern is 
being traced out. The desired generalized map/ graph 
data symbol B1 is thus represented on the viewing screen 
within the area of the raster pattern. Step 3 is again in 
strumented through selective gating unit 10 which trans 
mits a signal to de?ection plates 2 to cause the beam to 
advance by four spaces. tep 4—Pulse signals are trans 
mitted by selective gating units 16 and 15 respectively, to 
the corresponding decoders 21 and 22. The position of 
the selective gating units relative to the data stream is 
such that the signal applied to decoder 21 calls for general 
ized map/ graph data symbol A2, while the signal appear 
ing on decoder 22 requires generalized map/ graph sym 
bol P8. In response to the respective decoder input sig 
nals, the appropriate wires are pulsed in outputs 23 and 
24 respectively. As a result, the proper gates open in 
selection matrices 25 and 27 to transmit the desired pulse 
sequences received on the corresponding wires 31 and 33 
respectively. The latter signals are combined in buffer 
34, and the resultant video signal is applied to control 
grid 6. A composite map/ graph data symbol, such as 
shown in white circles in FIG. 2, which combines general 
ized data symbols F8 and A2 appears on the viewer in 
response to the applied video signal. The beam advances 
by two spaces during step 5, the appropriate positioning 
signal being transmitted by selective gating unit 10. Dur 
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6 
ing step 6 the subsequently appearing case shift data char 
acter, designated as “a” herein, is admitted by selective 
gating unit 14 and is applied to mode selector 36. The 
?ip-?op circuit, which is in the reset state, is set and the 
resultant signal disables matrix 25. Simultaneously, 
matrix 26 is enabled such that an alpha-numeric symbol 
is selected by the latter in response to the subsequently 
appearing data character in the data stream. The digital 
code representative of alpha-numeric data symbol B is 
transmitted by selective gating unit 15 to decoder 22, 
whence it pulses a gate of selection matrix 26. The latter 
gate opensv to pass the desired pulse sequence appearing 
on the corresponding output wire 44. In response to the 
video signal applied to the control grid of the storage tube 
the letter B then appears on the viewing screen. A case 
shift reset pulse, periodically applied from terminal 37, 
resets the ?ip-?op circuit, enabling matrix 25 and dis 
abling matrix 26 according to the normal system mode 
selected. During step 7 the beam advances 1 space on 
the viewing screen. In order to write another alpha 
numeric data symbol, a case shift signal is applied during 
step 8. Thereafter, selective gating unit 15, decoder 22 
and selection matrix 26 cooperate in a manner similar 
to the operation described above to represent the numeral 
3 on the viewing screen. 
As previously explained, alpha-numeric symbols repre 

sented in adjacent spaces appear spaced from each other 
owing to the use of a 7 x 5 section of the 9 x 7 raster. 
Successive map/ graph symbols, on the other hand, which 
employ the entire 9 x 7 raster, may be chosen so as to 
touch each other and to represent a continuous line con 
?guration. 

Another case, wherein the normal system mode selected 
is the alpha-numeric mode, is illustrated below: 

(8) (7) (6) (5) (G? (3) (2) (1) 
[B201] 00 [EaDsa] 20 [K—] 15 I—-——! 05 | —-> 
Reading the foregoing from right to left in the direc 

tion of ?ow of the data stream, the following operation 
results: 

(1) Advance 50 spaces. 
(2) Do not write anything. 
(3) Advance 51 spaces. 
(4) Write letter K (alpha-numeric). 
(5 ) Advance two spaces. 
(6) Shift case and write composite map/ graph data sym 
bol DSES. 

(7) Do not advance. 
(8) Shift case and Write generalized map/ graph data 
symbol B2. 
Since the selected mode is alpha-numeric, case shift is 

necessary in order to represent map/ graph data symbols. 
In the operation above, a composite map/graph data 
symbol consisting of three generalized data symbols is 
written on the viewing screen by the expedient of writing 
a composite map/graph data symbol during step 6, fail 
ing to advance during step 7 and adding another 
map/graph data symbol during step 8. Any desired 
amount of compounding of generalized map/ graph data 
iyrlnbols is possible to represent a desired composite sym 
o . 

From the foregoing description it will be seen that 
a simple and ?exible system has been provided for the 
permanent display of map/ graph line configurations 
and/ or alpha-numeric messages, until intentionally erased. 
A large amount of information may thus be presented in 
an economical manner. Various modi?cations are pos 
sible in the system described above. Thus, an additional 
decoder may be provided together with another selective 
gating unit, said decoder feeding selection matrix 26 
exclusively. In the latter case, the case shift control 
unit must be operative to place the input signal on one 
of the selective gating units which admit the data char 
acters. Further modi?cations are possible in the manner 
of carrying the information in the data stream. While 
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the information is carried in serial-serial manner in the 
preferred embodiment, it could readily be carried in 
serial~parallel fashion. In the illustrated embodiment 
case shift is a single-character operation. The system 
may readily be modi?ed to use upper case and lower 
case codes with continuous strings of either upper or 
lower case characters. Further modi?cation is possible 
in the manner of supplying the positional information. 
For example, in the ordinary tabular or message display 
it is'simplest to move the beam horizontally one space 
per data symbol. Means mayreadily be incorporated 
in the above described system for automatically provid 
ing this operation in the alpha-numeric mode. Further 
modi?cations are possible in the number of selection 
matricesrused, which can simultaneously admit a pulse 
sequence from the symbol matrix. The latter itself may 
be controlled from the case shift control unit to deter 
mine the system mode of operation. Additionally, as 
the name implies, the case shift operation described herein 
can be used to select upper or lower case alpha-numeric 
characters, instead of selecting between alpha-numeric 
and map/ graph characters. 
Numerous modi?cations and departures may thus be 

made by those skilled in the art, all of which fall within 
the scope contemplated by the invention. Consequently, 
the invention herein disclosed is to be construed as limited 
only by the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for selectively representing line con 

?gurations composed of generalized data symbols, or 
messages composed of alpha-numeric data symbols on 
the viewing screen of a direct-display storage tube in 
response to applied input signals, said input signals com 
prising digitally encoded data symbols as well as case 
shift and positional data, a core symbol matrix having 
a plurality of core groupings each connected by a link 
ing wire, means forsequentially pulsing said cores to 
produce pulse signals on respective linking wires each 
representative of one of said data symbols, said linking 
wires consisting of ?rst and second groups carrying pulse 
signals representative of said alpha-numeric data symbols 
and of said generalized data symbols respectively, means 
responsive to said digitally encoded case shift data for 
selecting one of said groups, means responsive to said 
digitally encoded data symbols for applying pulse signals 
from the selected group to said direct-display storage 
tube to represent the corresponding data symbols on the 
screen thereof, and means responsive to said digitally 
encoded positional data to position said data symbols on 
said screen. ‘ 

2. A system for selectively representing line con 
?gurations composed of generalized data symbols, or 
messages composed of alpha-numeric data symbols on 
the viewing screen of a direct-display storage tube in 
response to applied input signals, said input signals com 
prising digitally encoded data symbols as well as case 
shift and positional data, said direct-display storage tube 
being of the type wherein the pattern described by a 
high-velocity electron beam impinging on a storage mesh 
determines the pattern traced on a viewing screen by 
low-velocity ?ood gun electrons penetrating said mesh, 
said storage tube further comprising beam de?ection 
plates, means for applying raster signals to said de?ection 
plates to cause said beam to follow a limited raster 
scanning pattern, means vfor modulating said beam 
intensity, a core symbol matrix having a plurality of core 
‘groupings each connected by a linking wire, means for 
sequentially pulsing said cores to produce pulse signals 
on respective linking wires each representative of one of 
said data symbols, said linking wires consisting of ?rst 
and second groups carrying pulse signals representative 
of said alpha-numeric and of said generalized data symbols 
respectively, means responsive to said digitally encoded 
case shift data for selecting one of said groups, means 
responsive to said digitally encoded data symbols for 
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8 
applying pulse signals from the’ selected group to 'said 
modulating, means, said, beam de?ection plates being 
responsive to said digitally encoded positional data to 
position said data symbols on said screen. 

3. A system for selectively representing line con 
?gurations composed of generalized data symbols, or 

essages composed of alpha-numeric data symbols on 
the viewing screen of a direct-display storage tube in 
response to applied input signals, said input signals com 
prising data symbols as Well as case shift and positional 
data in digital code, a core symbol matrix having a plu 
rality of core groupings each connected by a linking 
wire, means for sequentially pulsing said cores to produce 
pulse signals on respective linking Wires each repre 
sentative of one of said data symbols, said linking wires 
consisting of ?rst and second groups carrying pulse 
signals representative of said alpha-numeric and‘of said 
generalized data symbols respectively, means for deter- . 
mining a normal mode of system operation, means respon 
sive to said case shift code in conjunction with said mode 
determining means for selecting one of said groups, 
means responsive to said input signals for applying said 
positional data to said direct-display storage tube in con 
junction with a chosen pulse signal from the selected 
group to represent the corresponding data symbol at a 
predetermined position on the viewing screen, said last 
recited means being adapted for the simultaneous selec 
tion of a plurality of said pulse signals to represent a 
composite data symbol on said screen. 

4. A system for selectively representing line con 
?gurations composed of generalized data symbols, or 
messages composed of alpha-numeric data symbols on 
the viewing screen of a direct-display storage tube in 
response to applied input signals, said input signals com 
prising data symbols as well as case shift and positional 
data in digital code, said direct-display storage tube 
being of the type wherein the pattern described by a high 
velocity electron beam impinging on a storage mesh 
determines the pattern traced on a viewing screen by 
low-velocity ?ood gun electrons penetrating said mesh, 
said storage tube further comprising beam de?ection 
plates, means for applying raster signals to said de?ection 
plates to cause said beam to follow a limited raster scan 
ning pattern, means for modulating said beam intensity, 
a core symbol matrix having a plurality of core group 
ings each connected by a linking wire, means for sequen 
tially pulsing said cores to produce pulse signals on respec 
tive linking wires each representative of one of said data 

7 symbols, said linking wires consisting of ?rst and second 
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groups carrying pulse signals representative of said alpha 
numeric and of said generalized data symbols respectively, 
means for determining a normal mode of system oper 
ation, means responsive to said case shift code in con 
junction with said mode determining means for selecting 
one 'of said groups, said de?ection plates being adapted 
to receive said positional data to position said beam, 
selection means responsive to said encoded data symbols 
for applying a chosen pulse signal from the selected 
group to said modulating means, said selection means 
being adapted to apply a plurality of said pulse signals , 
simultaneously to represent a composite data symbol on ' 
said screen. 

5. Apparatus for representing map/graph con?gura 
tions on the viewing screen of a direct-display storage 
tube in response to a data stream containingsuccessive 
data characters in digital code, a predetermined number 
n of said data characters respectively being representative 
of generalized data symbols adapted to be selectively 
combined into said map/ graph con?gurations, said data 
stream further containing digitally encoded positional 
data in conjunction with said 11 data characters for posi 
tioning each of said data symbols on said screen, a plu 
rality of selective gating units respectively coupled to 
said data stream, one of said selective gating units being 7 
responsive to said digitally encoded positional data to 
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transmit positional pulse signals to said storage tube, a 
decoder connected to each of the remaining ones of said 
plurality of selective gating units, each of said decoders 
having n output wires, each of said last recited gating 
units being adapted to admit said n data characters to 
the decoder connected thereto to pulse an output wire 
of the latter corresponding to the data character code 
received, a selection matrix corresponding to each of 
said decoders, each of said selection matrices comprising 
11 gates having respective inputs thereof connected to 
said n output wires, a magnetic core symbol matrix 
comprising 11 core groupings each connected by a link 
ing wire, respective linking wires being connected as 
another input to the gates of each of said selection 
matrices, means for pulsing said cores to obtain simul 
taneously occurring pulse signals on respective linking 
Wires, means for buifering together the output of said 
gates to obtain a resultant video signal, and means for 
applying said video signal to said storage tube. 

6. Apparatus for representing map/ graph con?gura 
tions on the viewing screen of a direct-display storage 
tube in- response to a data stream containing successive 
data characters in digital code, a predetermined number n 
of said data characters respectively being representative 
of generalized data symbols adapted to be selectively 
combined into said map/ graph con?gurations, said data 
stream further containing digitally encoded positional 
data in conjunction with said n data characters for posi 
tioning each of said data symbols on said screen, said 
direct-display storage tube being of the type wherein 
the pattern described by a high-velocity electron beam 
impinging on a storage mesh determines the pattern traced 
on a viewing screen by low-velocity ?ood gun electrons 
penetrating said mesh, said storage tube further compris 
ing beam de?ection plates, means for applying raster 
signals to said de?ection plates to cause said beam to 
follow a limited raster scanning pattern, means for modu 
lating said beam intensity, a plurality of selective gating 
units respectively connected to said data stream, one of 
said selective gating units being responsive to said digitally 
encoded positional data to transmit signals representative 
thereof to said de?ection plates, a decoder connected to 
each of the remaining ones of said plurality of selective 
gating units and having n output wires, each of said last 
recited gating units being adapted to admit said n data 
characters to the decoder connected thereto to pulse an 
output wire of the latter corresponding to the data char 
acter code received, a selection matrix corresponding to 
each of said decoders, each of said selection matrices 
comprising n gates having respective inputs thereof con 
nected to said 11 output wires, a magnetic core symbol 
matrix comprising 12 core groupings each connected by 
a linking Wire, respective linking wires being connected 
as another input to the gates of each of said selection 
matrices, means for pulsing said cores to obtain simul 
taneously occurring pulse signals on respective linking 
wires, means for buffering together the output of said 
gates to obtain a resultant video signal, and means for 
applying said video signal to said modulating means. 

7. A system for selectively representing map/graph 
con?gurations or messages on the viewing screen of a 
direct-display tube in response to a data stream, said 
map/ graph con?gurations being composed from a ?rst 
group of generalized data symbols, said messages being 
composed from a second group of alpha-numeric data 
symbols, said data stream comprising digitally encoded 
data characters, predetermined ones of said data char 
acters being selectively adapted to represent a data symbol 
of one of said ?rst and second groups, said data stream 
further comprising encoded data characters representative 
of case shift and data symbol positioning signals, said 
direct-display storage tube being of the type wherein the 
pattern described by a high-velocity electron beam im 
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pinging on a storage mesh determines the pattern traced 
on a viewing screen by low~velocity ?ood gun electrons 
penetrating said mesh, said storage tube further compris 
ing beazn de?ection plates, means for applying raster 
signals to said de?ection plates to cause said beam to 
follow a limited raster scanning pattern, means for modu 
lating said beam intensity, a mode selector adapted to 
determine a normal mode of system operation, a case 
shift control unit adapted to be actuated by said mode 
selector, a plurality of selective gating units respectively 
connected to said data stream, one of said selective gating 
units being responsive to said positioning code to trans 
mit corresponding signals to said de?ection plates, another 
of said selective gating units being responsive to said 
case shift code to transmit corresponding signals to said 
mode selector, a decoder corresponding to each of the 
remaining ones of said plurality of selective gating units, 
each decoder having a plurality of output wires, each of 
said last recited selective gating units being adapted to 
admit said predetermined data character codes to its 
corresponding decoder, a selection matrix corresponding 
to each of said decoders, one of said decoders having an 
additional selection matrix corresponding thereto, each 
of said selection matrices comprising a plurality of gates 
respectively connected to the output wires of its corre 
sponding decoder, the selection matrices corresponding 
to said one decoder being adapted to be actuated from 
said case shift control unit, a magnetic core symbol 
matrix comprising a number of core groupings each 
connected by a linking wire, means for pulsing said cores 
to obtain simultaneously occurring pulse signals on 
respective linking wires, each one of a ?rst plurality 
of said linking wires being connected to a corresponding 
gate of said additional selection matrix and being adapted 
to transmit pulse signals representative of alpha-numeric 
data symbols, each one of a second plurality of said link 
ing wires being connected to corresponding gates of each 
of the remaining selection matrices and being adapted to 
transmit pulse signals representative of map/graph data 
symbols, means for buffering the outputs of said gates 
together to obtain a resultant video signal, and means 
for applying said video signal to said beam intensity 
modulating means. 

8. Apparatus for forming a con?guration from a com 
posite of generalized symbols, said apparatus comprising 
a cathode ray tube of the type having a storage surface 
adapted to be written upon by an electron beam, means 
for causing said electron beam to trace a pattern whose 
area is a portion of the area of said storage surface, 
means for positioning said electron beam to cause said 
pattern to cover a selected portion of said storage surface 
and causing a plurality of said patterns ‘to form a larger 
continuous raster upon said storage surf-ace, means for 
generating a plurality of pulse sequences, each sequence 
representing a di?erent generalized symbol, and selector 
means responsive to input signals for causing the positions 
of said beam to be correlated with generalized symbols 
to be written upon said storage surface, said selector 
means causing the pulse sequence representing the gen 
eralized symbol related to a beam position to intensity 
modulate said beam when said beam is in the correlated 
position and while said pattern is [being traced whereby 
the generalized symbols in adjacent patterns of said raster 
dorm a composite con?guration. 
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